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TECHNICAL KIT AVAILABLE AT « Le 202 » 

 

1. DAYLIGHT 

This room is equipped with an electric system enabling partial or total occlusion from daylight 

(propriety of ESPACE 202 SPRL) 

 

Sound system: 

4 white speakers JBSystems K52 

1 amplifier JBSystems 400.2  

 

Ambient lighting: 

6 Briteq LED-Bar 12TC ledwash for the lighting of the framework and the ceiling 

12 LED spots Par 16 with dimmer and oriented downward 

1 Ledcon controller for the lighting 

2. MEZZANINE & ATRIUM 

Sound system: 

8 white speakers  JBSystems K52 

2 amplifier JBSystems 400.2  

 

Ambient lighting: 

10 Briteq LED-Bar 12TC ledwash for the lighting of the framework and the ceiling 

24 LED spots Par 16 with dimmer and oriented downward 

1 Ledcon controller for the lighting 

3. BLACKBOX 

This room is acoustically isolated. Thus it is perfectly suited for parties. 

 

There is no permanent installation in this room but As You Wish can provide you exactly what you need 

for a successful party. 

4. SOUND BOOTH 

Le 202 is equipped with a mobile sound booth which can be installed in three different places : in the 

Loft, in the Daylight or in the Atrium. From the Atrium the sound in the Mezzanine can be controlled as 

well. The sound can be controlled separately in each room.  

 

Two sound booths each including: 

1 mixing table Soundcraft Notepas-8FX 

1 mediaplayer CD/USB 

1 minijack cable which allows to connect an ipod, PC, mp3 player, … 

1 white custom-made piece of furniture containing the sound booth 
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5. PRICE QUOATATION : CONTACT US 

Please contact us if you have any question about the equipment described above or if you’d like to 

receive an offer adapted to your event (which could include additional services if needed): 

Oscar de Schaetzen (FR/NL/EN)    Maximilien del Marmol (FR/NL/EN) 

oscar@asyouwish.be    maximilien@asyouwish.be  

+32 473 75 26 56     +32 473 84 96 39 
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